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Newark, DelawareABSTRACT Proteins exhibit a variety of dense phases ranging from gels, aggregates, and precipitates to crystalline phases
and dense liquids. Although the structure of the crystalline phase is known in atomistic detail, little attention has been paid to
noncrystalline protein dense phases, and in many cases the structures of these phases are assumed to be fully amorphous.
In this work, we used small-angle neutron scattering, electron microscopy, and electron tomography to measure the structure
of ovalbumin precipitate particles salted out with ammonium sulfate. We found that the ovalbumin phase-separates into core-
shell particles with a core radius of ~2 mm and shell thickness of ~0.5 mm. Within this shell region, nanostructures comprised
of crystallites of ovalbumin self-assemble into a well-defined bicontinuous network with branches ~12 nm thick. These results
demonstrate that the protein gel is comprised in part of nanocrystalline protein.INTRODUCTIONProtein dense phases such as gels, aggregates, and precipi-
tates arise both in vivo and during processing of a protein so-
lution for various uses, including biotechnology and
pharmaceutical applications. Although certain forms may
be desirable (e.g., protein crystals (1) and monoclonal anti-
body clusters (2)), others (e.g., nonnative aggregates) are
not. The physical nature of the dense phase, whether it is
in the form of a crystal, dense liquid, or a nonequilibrium
phase such as a gel, is strongly dependent on the solution
conditions as well as the nature of the protein molecule.
Consequently, certain tasks, such as protein crystallization,
can be cumbersome and require extensive empirical explo-
ration (1), whereas in other circumstances unwanted dense
phases may appear unexpectedly.
Both equilibrium and nonequilibrium phase boundaries
of protein solutions have been measured extensively (3–5)
and the equilibrium results have been interpreted within
the theoretical framework of suspensions of colloidal parti-
cles with short-ranged attractive interactions (3). In addition
to crystallization, protein solutions can also undergo a
metastable liquid-liquid phase separation when the attrac-
tion between the protein molecules is sufficiently strong. In-
vestigators have used changes in temperature or addition of
salts or nonadsorbing polymers to alter the attraction
strength, and observed qualitatively similar trends among
the three methods in terms of phase behavior (3–6). As
with colloidal suspensions, the liquid-liquid phase transition
can be arrested by nonequilibrium phases such as gels, ag-
gregates, and precipitates (3,7–9).
Although crystal structures are known in atomistic detail
and dense liquid phases can often be described using inte-Submitted June 29, 2015, and accepted for publication August 20, 2015.
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0006-3495/15/10/1716/8gral equation theories (10–12), the structure of nonequilib-
rium dense phases can be challenging to predict and
measure. Despite simulations of colloids with a short-
ranged interaction potential that showed ordered regions
developing within dense phases (13,14), and experimental
evidence indicating that nominally amorphous solids can
be used to seed crystal growth (15,16), such nonequilibrium
dense phases are typically assumed to be fully amorphous.
A more detailed characterization of the structure of
nonequilibrium protein dense phases would therefore
enhance our understanding of the complexities of protein
phase separation.
In this study, we combined transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM), electron tomography, ultra-small- and
small-angle neutron scattering (USANS and SANS, respec-
tively), and computational tools to measure the microstruc-
ture of a model protein precipitate produced by salting out
ovalbumin with the use of ammonium sulfate. To our knowl-
edge, this work provides the first description of a nonequi-
librium protein dense phase characterized on molecular to
macroscopic length scales.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein and chemicals
Deuterium oxide (CAS 7789-20-0) was purchased from Acros Organics
(Pittsburgh, PA) for use in improving the neutron scattering contrast.
Sodium hydroxide (CAS 1310-73-2) and sodium phosphate (CAS 7558-
80-7) were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). Ammonium
sulfate (CAS 7783-20-2) was purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO).
Osmium tetroxide (CAS 20816-12-0), glass-distilled acetone (DA; CAS
67-64-1), ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether (CAS 2224-15-9) resin (Quetol
651), nonenylsuccinic anhydride (NSA) (CAS 28928-97-4), n-butyl gly-
cidyl ether (n-BGE; CAS 2426-08-6), uranyl acetate (CAS 541-09-3),
lead nitrate (CAS 10099-74-8), sodium citrate (CAS 6132-04-3), and
200 mesh formvar carbon-coated copper grids were purchased fromhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2015.08.023
Crystal Order in a Protein Precipitate 1717Electron Microscopy Services (Hatfield, PA). Gold fiducial particles (15
and 20 nm) were purchased from Ted Pella (Redding, CA).
Ovalbumin was recrystallized three times from fresh single-comb white
Leghorn eggs according to the purification protocol used by Judge et al.
(17). After purity was checked using silver-stained SDS-PAGE, the oval-
bumin crystals were lyophilized. Before it was used, lyophilized ovalbumin
was reconstituted in and extensively dialyzed against 5 mM sodium phos-
phate buffer, pH 7.0. For deuterated samples used for SANS, ovalbumin
was relyophilized to remove residual water and reconstituted in D2O con-
taining 5 mM sodium phosphate, pD 7.0 (on a standard glass electrode,
the pD is the measured pH plus 0.4 (18)). The ovalbumin solutions were
concentrated to 100–150 mg/mL using a 10 KMWCOAmicon Ultra-4 cen-
trifugal filter from Millipore. Protein concentrations were measured using
absorbance at 280 nm, where the ovalbumin extinction coefficient is
E1%1 cm ¼ 7.35 (19).Phase diagram
The phase boundaries for ovalbumin in ammonium sulfate were determined
by means of microbatch measurements (3). Samples were prepared by mix-
ing in an Eppendorf tube (Fisher Scientific, 05-408-120), in order, a concen-
trated salt solution, 5 mM of sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.0, and a
concentrated ovalbumin solution. The same mixing procedure was used
for deuterated samples except that all solutions were prepared in D2O
and adjusted to pD 7.0. The samples were immediately checked for phase
separation by visual inspection and were subsequently monitored for
2 weeks to determine phase behavior. Boundary points were determined
as the average of the lowest salt concentration at which phase separation
occurred and the next-lower salt concentration studied.TEM and electron tomography
Precipitate samples were prepared as described above, such that the final
protein concentration was ~5 mg/mL and the final ammonium sulfate con-
centrations were 2.0, 2.4, and 2.8 M. The precipitates were spun down at
11,400 g for 2 min. Pellets were pipetted into 1.2 mm  200 mm flat spec-
imen carriers and high-pressure frozen in a Leica EM PACT freezer. Sam-
ples were transferred under liquid nitrogen to a Leica AFS chamber for
freeze substitution in 2% osmium tetroxide containing 1% water and
99% acetone. Freeze-substituted samples were held at 85C for 105 h
and were subsequently warmed to 20C over a period of 15 h and held
at 20C for an additional 3 h. The samples were warmed to 4C over a
period of 2 h and then taken out of the AFS chamber and kept at room
temperature for 1.5 h. Room-temperature samples were washed twice
with DA and stored overnight at 4C. The next day, the samples were
washed three times for 15 min each with DA. After freeze substitution
was completed, the samples were infiltrated with a mixture of one part
n-BGE to one part DA for 30 min. The samples were then infiltrated with
100% n-BGE for 30 min, followed by infiltration with Quetol 651-NSA
resin (QNSA) for 60 h. The samples were then embedded in TAAB flat
embedding capsules and polymerized at 60C for 48 h. After polymeriza-
tion, the samples were sectioned on a Reichert Jung Ultracut E ultramicro-
tome using a DiATOME ultra diamond knife. Sections 60–70 nm thick were
flattened with a Pelco HP1 heat pen and collected onto 200 mesh formvar
carbon-coated copper grids. The sections were stained for 5 min with 2%
methanolic uranyl acetate, washed in methanol, and dried for 15–30 min.
The sections were then stained with Reynolds’ lead citrate for 5 min and
washed with boiled, cooled Nanopure water. Grids were imaged on a Zeiss
Libra 120 transmission electron microscope operated at 120 kV. Images
were acquired using a Gatan Ultrascan 100 CCD camera.
Sample fixation and staining for TEM tomography were performed in a
fashion similar to that used for TEM imaging except that the samples were
sectioned to 200 nm. Gold fiducial particles were applied to both sides of
the grid, with 15 nm particles attached to one side and 20 nm particlesattached to the opposite side. Dual-axis tomograms were collected on a
Zeiss Libra 120 transmission electron microscope operating at 120 kV. Sec-
tions were preirradiated under the beam to minimize specimen shrinkage
during acquisition of the tilt series. Samples were tilted over a þ60 to
60 tilt range, and images were acquired at every 1 of tilt using a Gatan
Ultrascan 100 CCD camera. The grid was then removed from the micro-
scope and manually rotated 90, the region of interest was relocated, and
a second tilt series was collected over aþ60 to60 tilt range with images
acquired at every 1 of tilt. The dual-axis tilt series was reconstructed using
an R-weighted back projection in IMOD (20).Neutron scattering
Experiments
Precipitate samples were prepared as described above at a final protein con-
centration of ~5 mg/mL. The final ammonium sulfate concentrations
ranged from 2.4 to 2.9 M and samples were aged for 28 days, 10 days,
3 days, 2 days, hours, and minutes before measurements were obtained.
Measurements on samples aged R2 days were made on the NG-7 30 m
SANS instrument at the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) Center for Neutron Research (NCNR) using three sample-to-detec-
tor distances (1 m, 4 m, and 13.5 m with lenses), and two neutron wave-
lengths (0.6 nm for the 1 m and 4 m distances, and 0.8 nm for the
13.5 m distance), allowing coverage of a q range of 0.009–5.19 nm1.
For early-time samples (20 min and 3 h), measurements were made on
the CG-3 beamline at the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory using two sample-to-detector distances (30 cm and
6 m, with 0.6 nm neutrons) to cover a q range of 0.070–7.37 nm1. USANS
measurements on samples prepared in 2.4, 2.5, and 2.8 M ammonium sul-
fate and aged 2 days before measurement were made on the BT-5 USANS
instrument at the NCNR. Neutrons with a wavelength of 0.24 nm were used
to cover a q range of 0.0004–0.003 nm1. For the NCNR measurements,
samples were loaded into 1-mm-thick demountable titanium cells with
quartz windows, and for the HFIR measurements, samples were loaded
into 1-mm-thick quartz banjo cells.
The NCNR data were placed on an absolute scale and reduced using
IGOR Pro NCNR SANS software (21), and the HFIR data were reduced
and placed on an absolute scale using IGOR Pro HFIR SANS software.
Intensities were corrected for background due to incoherent scattering
by fitting the high-q region (q > 2.5 nm1) to Porod’s law, I(q) ¼
Aq4 þ B, in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) and subtracting
the background, B, from the intensities. Unless otherwise stated, all data
fitting was performed using the IGOR Pro NCNR SANS software (21).
SANS structure analysis
Crystalline clusters of ovalbumin were generated in silico from Protein
Data Bank (PDB) file 1OVA by propagating the unit cell along the three
principal crystallographic axes (22). A list of the 21 crystalline clusters
considered is given in Table S1 in the Supporting Material. Their form
factors were calculated using the CRYSON software package, which calcu-
lates the spherically averaged scattering cross-section from atomic coordi-
nates in a PDB file (23). The highest-resolution implementation of the
software was used. We assumed that 90% of labile hydrogens in the protein
exchange with deuterium from the solvent, resulting in a scattering length
density of 2.95  104 nm2 for the ovalbumin monomer, in reasonable
agreement with the experimental value of 3.25  104 nm2 (24). Since
neutron scattering from the hydration layer is negligible, its contribution
was set to zero in the calculations (12). Using MATLAB, we fit the mid-
to high-q region of the scattering data to all possible linear combinations
of the 21 clusters and a free monomer term according to
IðqÞ  B ¼
Xn
i¼ 1
biPiðqÞ þ bmPmðqÞ þ ε; (1)Biophysical Journal 109(8) 1716–1723
FIGURE 1 Ovalbumin phase behavior. (a) Aggregation boundaries for
ovalbumin in H2O and D2O. Lines are guides to the eye. The nomenclature
matches that in Dumetz et al. (3). Solid square, first aggregation boundary
in H2O; solid triangle, second aggregation boundary in H2O; open triangle,
second aggregation boundary in D2O. (b) Gel beads formed between the
first and second aggregation boundaries. (c) Dense phase formed by imme-
diate demixing beyond the second aggregation line. To see this figure in
color, go online.
1718 Greene et al.where B is the background scattering, n is the total number of clusters under
consideration, bi is the number density of cluster i, bm is the number density
of free monomer, Pi is the scattering cross-section of cluster i, Pm is
the scattering cross-section of free monomer, and ε is an error term. Equa-
tion 1 assumes that cluster-cluster structure factors are unity and cross-cor-
relation terms are negligible. Model fits containing negative coefficients
were excluded because they are unphysical, and the best model was selected
from the remaining candidates using the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) (25).
We generated clusters of randomly oriented ellipsoids, representing oval-
bumin monomers, using an event-driven molecular-dynamics simulation
package, PackLSD (26,27). We set the dimensions of the ellipsoids by
fitting the scattering data from a dilute suspension of ovalbumin monomers.
The ellipsoids were packed to the protein volume fraction in the ovalbumin
crystal, 0.64. We then generated the scattering length density distribution,
r(r), by randomly sampling 100,000 points within the clusters and calcu-
lated the cluster scattering cross-sections via the Fourier transform of
r(r). Using MATLAB, we fit the scattering data to an expression similar
to Eq. 1:
IðqÞ  B ¼ bcPcðqÞ þ bmPmðqÞ; (2)
where subscript c refers to the random cluster. Standard models for the scat-






provides an estimate for the crystal domain size of a given Bragg reflection
and was used here to estimate the domain size of nanocrystalline ovalbumin
clusters. Here S is the domain thickness, K is the Scherrer constant, l is the
incident wavelength,W is the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) for the
Bragg peak, and q is the Bragg peak angle. We assumed K ¼ 1, but it can
range from 0.9 to 2 depending on the crystallite shape and the Miller indices
of the reflection (29). We estimated W by fitting a Voigt function, i.e., a
convolution of a Lorentzian and a Gaussian function, to a peak in the scat-
tering data. The Gaussian function accounts for instrumental smearing, and
the Lorentzian accounts for peak broadening due to the crystallite domain
size. We did not take into account broadening due to crystallite strain
because neutron data do not have sufficient resolution to enable the neces-
sary analysis.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ovalbumin phase diagram in H2O and D2O
The phase diagram of ovalbumin in ammonium sulfate solu-
tions that was measured here (shown in Fig. 1) is consistent
with previously reported measurements (3), but differs
slightly due to the solvent effect for samples prepared in
D2O for SANS measurements. Similarly to Dumetz et al.
(3), we found two kinetically distinct regimes where oval-
bumin phase-separates into a protein-rich dense phase and
a protein-lean light phase (Fig. 1). In the first regime, which
occurs at salt concentrations of ~1.8–2.0 M, dense oval-
bumin gel beads ~100 mm in diameter (Fig. 1 b) form on
the order of hours to days, whereas for higher salt concentra-
tions (>~2.0 M), phase separation into droplets ~5 mm in
diameter (Fig. 1 c) occurs instantaneously. The scale on
the ordinate in Fig. 1 a is inverted to mimic the generalBiophysical Journal 109(8) 1716–1723colloidal phase diagram for short-ranged attractive poten-
tials. Dumetz et al. (3) interpreted the two boundaries as be-
ing a liquid-liquid binodal and spinodal, respectively.
There is a well-documented isotope effect associated with
D2O that shifts phase boundaries due to a difference in
hydrogen bonding between H2O and D2O (30,31). Despite
the shift in the boundary, we still observe equivalent micro-
structures of dense phases formed in H2O and D2O, as
confirmed by small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) data
(Fig. S1). Also as in H2O, crystals eventually nucleate and
grow out of the dense phases formed in D2O. Specifically,
for samples prepared with 5 mg/mL of ovalbumin and
ammonium sulfate concentrations of >2.4 M and <2.8 M,
crystals were observed to nucleate and grow within
30 days, but no crystals were observed in samples prepared
with R2.8 M ammonium sulfate.TEM
TEMmeasurements reveal the internal structure of the oval-
bumin precipitate particles. The micrograph in Fig. 2 a, in
which the protein is stained and appears dark, shows that
the ovalbumin precipitate particles are a few microns in
diameter and exhibit a dense shell surrounding a less dense
core. Elongated, crescent-shaped objects, henceforth termed
clusters, are present throughout the particle, but are thicker
and present in higher quantities in the shell than in the core
(Fig. 2, b and c). Within the shell, the clusters are 10–20 nm
thick and are spaced on the order of 100 nm (Fig. 2 c),
whereas in the core, the clusters are thinner than in the shell
and spaced on a larger length scale (Fig. 2 b). The average of
FIGURE 2 TEM images of ovalbumin precipitates formed with 2.4 M
ammonium sulfate in H2O. (a–c) Low-resolution images of (a) particles,
(b) the core and shell regions of the particle, and (c) the shell region. (d)
Surface rendering of a TEM tomogram of the shell region. To see this figure
in color, go online.
FIGURE 3 USANS intensities for ovalbumin samples prepared with 2.4,
2.5, and 2.8 M ammonium sulfate. The solid line is the best fit to a core-
shell model for each case. Profiles have been shifted vertically for clarity.
To see this figure in color, go online.
Crystal Order in a Protein Precipitate 1719106 measurements on the shell yields a cluster thickness of
12.15 3.4 nm.
Although Fig. 2, b and c, provide an indication of the
cluster dimensions, they do not indicate the shape or extent
of the structures perpendicular to the plane of the images.
Therefore, we observed the three-dimensional structure us-
ing electron tomography on a 200-nm-thick section taken
from the shell region. A surface rendering (Fig. 2 d) shows
that the interior of the shell region is tortuous and highly
porous, as is characteristic of the microstructure of coars-
ened colloidal gels (32). It is also apparent from the tomo-
graphic data that the TEM clusters have a complex shape
that is sheet-like. A video of the reconstructed tomogram
is available in the Supporting Material (Movie S1).
One possible mechanism for the formation of the core-
shell gel particles is that upon quenching into the two-phase
region, the solution undergoes a liquid-liquid phase separa-
tion that results in the formation of many dense, protein-
rich, liquid droplets. Nucleation occurs at the droplet
interface and, due to the lack of protein outside the droplets,
growth proceeds from the edge of the droplet inward. Even-
tually, most of the protein in the droplet is incorporated into
the porous network and growth stops, resulting in a dense
shell surrounding a less dense core. We will examine the
network formation kinetics and thus the mechanism in a
separate publication.Neutron scattering
The neutron scattering measurements complement the TEM
results in that they average over the entire sample volume
and thus provide more accurate measurements of the
average shell thickness, core radius, and size of the clusters.
Importantly, neutron scattering also provides information
regarding the molecular-level structure that is unresolvable
through TEM.
The USANS data cover small values of q, representing di-
mensions on the scale of overall precipitate particles. In
Fig. 3, theUSANS intensities for precipitate suspensions pre-
pared in 2.4, 2.5, and 2.8 M ammonium sulfate are shown
along with the best fit to a polydisperse core-shell model in
which the polydispersity in the core is equal to that in the shell
(for the fitted parameters, see Table 1). The data in Fig. 3 are
not desmeared and are compared with properly smeared
models. Both the 2.5 and 2.8 M samples show well-defined
minima in their scattering spectra, but the 2.4 M sample
does not. We set the polydispersity equal to 10% for the 2.5
and 2.8 M cases and allowed fitting of the polydispersity in
the 2.4 M case. Despite the absence of minima in the 2.4 M
data, the fitted values for the core radius (722, 1864, and
1834 nm for 2.4, 2.5, and 2.8M, respectively) and shell thick-
ness (231, 750, and 235 nm, respectively) are reasonable
considering the length scales observed by TEM.
SANS probes length scales ranging from nanometers to
hundreds of nanometers and thus is ideally suited for
measuring the local structure of the shell network. SANS
measurements obtained with 2.5 M ammonium sulfate
show that the precipitate microstructure evolves initially
over a period of ~1 h but is then stable over a course of
days to weeks (Fig. 4 a), until crystals form. Scattering in
the latter samples is dominated at low q by scattering
from crystal surfaces, as indicated by the q4 scaling. A
strong scattering peak at q ~1.6 nm1 develops as theBiophysical Journal 109(8) 1716–1723
TABLE 1 Best-fit parameters from the core-shell model fit to
USANS data
Sample Core Radius (nm) Shell Thickness (nm) Polydispersity
2.4 M 7225 184 2315 64 0.655 0.15
2.5 M 18645 28 7505 21 0.1 (fixed)
2.8 M 18345 51 2355 43 0.1 (fixed)
Error bars are the standard deviations of the fitted parameters as reported by
the IGOR fitting package.
1720 Greene et al.samples crystallize (Fig. 4 a, inset). Surprisingly, the peak is
observed in samples that are not macroscopically crystal-
line. The samples are similar in appearance to those in
Fig. 1 c and do not exhibit birefringence or sharp edges.
Samples at other salt concentrations over the range of exam-
ined salt conditions show similar microstructures on inter-
mediate timescales (Fig. 4 b), but no crystals appear
within 28 days in samples prepared inR2.8 M ammonium
sulfate, and their microstructure remains constant over the
28-day experiment. A more detailed investigation of the dy-
namics will be reported in future work.
In the absence of macroscopic crystals, structural infor-
mation is found on three length scales in the SANS measure-
ments (Fig. 4 b): two regions correspond to features
observed by TEM and a third occurs on a length scale
similar to the size of the protein monomer, which was unre-
solvable in TEM. First, there is a low-q peak at 0.08 nm1
and a secondary peak at 0.15 nm1, which, using Bragg’s
law, d ¼ 2p/q, correspond to real-space length scales, d,
of 78 nm and 41 nm, respectively. The ratio of the peak
locations, 0.15 nm1/0.08 nm1, is 1.9, which is close to
the value of 2 expected for lamellae (33) and confirms the
clusters’ sheet-like nature. The presence of two scatteringFIGURE 4 (a and b) SANS intensities after background subtraction for
(a) precipitates prepared in 2.5 M ammonium sulfate and aged between
20 min and 28 days, and (b) samples prepared in 2.4–2.9 M ammonium sul-
fate and aged 2 days. The inset in (a) shows the development of the high-q
peak (arrow) from precipitates to crystals. The labels in (b) indicate 1) low-
q peaks, 2) mid-q upturn, and 3) high-q peak. To see this figure in color, go
online.
Biophysical Journal 109(8) 1716–1723peaks and their locations confirm that the ovalbumin precip-
itate particles contain void space with characteristic spacing
similar to that measured by TEM.
The second features of interest are a downturn and a sec-
ondary peak in the mid-q region from q ¼ 0.15–1.0 nm1.
The primary minimum in this region occurs at q ¼
0.5 nm1 and corresponds to a length scale of 12.6 nm, in
agreement with the width of the clusters measured by
TEM. To estimate the dimensions of the clusters, we fit
various form-factor models, including those for lamellae,
cylinders, and ellipsoids, to the mid-q region of the 2- and
3-day data, i.e., in the absence of macroscopic crystals.
The models were able to capture the location of the mini-
mum as well as the location of the peak. However, no model
was capable of describing the width of the peak. The fitted
dimensions (Table 2) are in good qualitative agreement
with the dimensions measured via TEM.
Finally, a Bragg-like reflection emerges at q ~1.6 nm1,
which corresponds to a length scale, d ¼ 4 nm, that is
commensurate with the molecular size of ovalbumin and is
likely due to monomer-monomer spatial correlations within
the clusters. The high-q peak is consistent with six of the
allowed reflections in the ovalbumin unit cell (Fig. S2),
which contributes to the breadth of the peak. The peak
broadens for two additional reasons: 1) the peak width is
inversely proportional to the size of the crystallite (28),
which here is ~10 nm and introduces a broadening of
~0.7 nm1 beyond the broadening due to instrumental smear-
ing; and 2) the SANS measurement gives rise to peak broad-
ening due to the wavelength spread, finite collimation of the
neutron beam, detector resolution, and radial averaging of
the scattered intensity (34), which here would lead to broad-
ening of ~0.1 nm1 at q ¼ 1.6 nm1. Other than the peak at
q ¼ 1.6 nm1, reflections at lower q values are not seen
because of interference from scattering from the lamellae,
and higher-order reflections are not seen because they either
do not scatter above background or are effectively broadened
out to the point where they do not scatter by the mechanisms
previously described. The SAXS data (Fig. S2), where the
contrast mechanism is different from that in SANS, show
strong scattering peaks at q values of 1.08, 1.57, and
2.04 nm1, which are also consistent with the allowed reflec-
tions. SAXS data are subject to much less instrumental
smearing than SANS data, which explains why higher-order
reflections are apparent in the SAXS data, but not in theTABLE 2 Best-fit parameters for Mid-q data from lamellae,
cylinder, and triaxial ellipsoid models
Lamellae Thickness (nm)
13.35 0.6
Cylinder Diameter (nm) Length (nm)
17.705 0.07 29.395 0.12
Triaxial ellipsoid Diameter A (nm) Diameter B (nm) Length (nm)
17.125 0.03 20.675 0.10 47.835 0.97
Error bars are the standard deviation of the fitted and measured parameters
as reported by the IGOR fitting package.
Crystal Order in a Protein Precipitate 1721SANS data. Since both data sets contain strong peaks that are
consistent with the unit cell reflections, it is likely that they
are caused by a highly ordered, microcrystalline structure.
We rigorously tested the hypothesis that the high-q peak
in the SANS data is the result of ordered packing as opposed
to random packing by examining two ideal cases: 1) a crys-
tal packing of ovalbumin in clusters, and 2) a random pack-
ing of ellipsoids in clusters. In both cases, the cluster size is
constrained by the dimensions derived from the mid-q
fitting. As explained above, we generated crystal packings
of ovalbumin by assembling unit cells along the three prin-
cipal crystallographic axes and calculated their scattering
cross-sections using CRYSON. We selected the best model
using the AIC. For ammonium sulfate concentrations
of <2.6 M, the best model consists of two cluster terms
and a monomer term; the cluster sizes are 5  2  2 unit
cells and 3  5  2 unit cells, which have approximate di-
mensions of 31.5  16.9  14.3 nm and 18.9  42.4 
14.3 nm, respectively. For ammonium sulfate concentra-
tions of R2.6 M, the best model consists of the 3 
5  2 cluster term and the monomer term (Fig. 5 a). The
models account for 79–93% of the total protein in the sam-
ples. The crystalline cluster models quantitatively capture
the mid-q upturn, the location of the mid-q peak, and the
location and width of the high-q peak, but because the clus-
ter shape is an idealization, the models do not accurately
capture the width of the mid-q peak.
In the interest of model discrimination, we also consider
whether the fits are due solely to the packing density of pro-
teins within the clusters or the crystalline ordering is a
necessary condition as well. As a model, we used a
randomly packed cluster, for which the scattering cross-sec-
tion was calculated based on randomly packed ellipsoids of
dimensions equivalent to ovalbumin monomers. EllipsoidsFIGURE 5 Fits of structural models to scattering data, with 2.7 M ammo-
nium sulfate and 2 days of aging, in the high-q region. (a) Fit of the crys-
talline cluster model (Eq. 1, red line). (b) Fit of the random cluster model
(Eq. 2, gold line). To see this figure in color, go online.were packed into a box with the same dimensions as the
3  5  2 cluster and to the molecular volume fraction in
ovalbumin crystals, 0.64 (22). Fig. 5 b shows the best fit
of Eq. 2 to scattering from samples prepared in 2.7 M
ammonium sulfate and aged 2 days. The scattering from
randomly packed clusters does not contain a high-q peak,
indicating that a degree of order is an essential feature of
monomer packing within the network.
The presence of ordered clusters indicates that a nucle-
ation-and-growth-type mechanism is likely responsible for
their formation, as opposed to spinodal decomposition or
the fractal-like growth commonly seen in colloid gels.
TEM clearly shows preferential growth along two directions
and a distinct lack of growth in the third. Proteins are known
to bind improperly to growing crystals, which poisons
growth along certain crystallographic planes and thus stunts
growth relative to others (35). We propose that a similar
self-poisoning mechanism is responsible for the relatively
monodisperse clusters observed in ovalbumin precipitates.
In addition to limiting growth along certain crystal axes,
self-poisoning events may introduce defects in the growing
crystal that could in turn promote branching and bicontinu-
ous network formation.
Considering that ordered packings describe the high-q
data better than disordered packings, we use Scherrer’s
law (Eq. 3) to estimate the size of the crystal-like domains.
The domain size, averaged over the 2- and 3-day data, is 9
5 2 nm, which agrees with the cluster thickness measured
via TEM reasonably well. Note that this size also agrees
with the SANS fitting in the mid-q regime and the smallest
dimension of the best-fit crystalline clusters. It was difficult
to determine the cluster size by fitting SANS data to ideal-
ized models, and we found that the measured thickness
depended on the model. The estimated thickness was
17 nm for cylinders and ellipsoids, 13 nm for sheets, 7–
11 nm from Scherrer analysis of the high-q peak, and 9–
15 nm from TEM measurements. The difference between
the largest and smallest estimates is 10 nm, which is ~2–4
ovalbumin molecules. SANS shows that the clusters are
monodisperse, as polydispersity would act to smear out
both the primary minimum at q ¼ 0.5 nm1 and the
maximum at q ¼ 0.8 nm1.CONCLUSIONS
The structure of ovalbumin precipitate particles presented
here, as measured by TEM, USANS, and SANS, is, to our
knowledge, the first reported molecular-level structure of a
salted-out protein precipitate. We found that ovalbumin
packs into a bicontinuous structure with a significant void
space and that ovalbumin is highly ordered within the dense
network. Our results illustrate that salted-out protein precip-
itates can and do give rise to highly ordered structures, in
agreement with the experimental observation that precipi-
tate phases can be used to seed protein crystal growthBiophysical Journal 109(8) 1716–1723
1722 Greene et al.(15,16). Our results also suggest that a careful revision of
the thermodynamic treatment of protein salting-out is neces-
sary, as current treatments implicitly assume that the dense
phase is amorphous (36,37).SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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